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The annual rainy season in Tokyo typically lasts 
from the beginning of June to the end of August. 
This year, however, saw the rainy season arrive 
on time and come to an end more than three 
weeks earlier than usual. The early relief from 
the unpleasant mugginess was welcome, but the 
unusually intense heat that ranged from 35°C to 
40°C over the following months was unques-
tionably abnormal. Television in Japan regularly 
covers this extreme weather along with micro-plastics, a type of oceanic 
pollution resulting from plastics that have made their way to the oceans and 
been broken down. These micro-plastics and pollutants can be ingested by 
fish and shellfish, which in turn risks affecting the humans that consume 
these. Although Japan recycles much of its plastic bottles and other commer-
cial plastic waste, the overall rate of recovery is still low compared to some 
parts of Europe. In fact, even plastics separated out for recycling by house-
holds are simply incinerated in many cases, which is problematic considering 
that much of the huge amount of plastic food packaging in which foods are 
sold at supermarkets and plastic shopping bags are actually disposed of by 
households. As we work to make the world more habitable for humans, we 
can only hope that society remembers to incorporate environmental initia-
tives into these efforts before it is too late.

On a different note, IGAS 2018 (International Graphic Arts Show) was 
held this past July in Tokyo and was only second to drupa (Germany) and 
Print (US) in the number of exhibitors. One particularly notable presence this 
year was digital printing, inkjet printing, and other exhibits targeting high-
mix, low-volume markets. Part of the reason for the focus on these markets 
is the growth of locally produced and distributed specialty items, as well 
as national brand products sold in different packages for different regions. 
These high-mix, low-volume packaging markets are also expected to drive 
the emergence of packing print shops, which, like existing commercial print 
shops, will be run by individuals and take on these types of jobs for event 
companies, for example. In light of this kind of decentralization of packag-
ing production, we must not forget to keep the 
environment in mind as the converting industry 
tackles this change.
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Exhibition Preview

Show Title: TOKYO PACK 2018 
Date:  Tuesday 2 – Friday 5 October 2018, 10.00-17.00 Hrs.
Venue: East Hall 1 - 6 at Tokyo Big Sight, Tokyo, Japan
Organisers: Japan Packaging Institute (JPI)

TOKYO PACK has been held 27 times, every other year, since 1966 and has a 51-year history and 
provides the ultimate packaging experience for both exhibitors and visitors. 1,170 companies are 
registered as members of Japan Packaging Institute, the sole organizer of TOKYO PACK. 

In TOKYO PACK 2016, 669 companies exhibited. 35.1% of the exhibitor’s showcased packaging 
materials and containers. 62,171 registered visitors attended and 184, 677 people visited during the four 
days. 

98.6% of the exhibitors who responded to a questionnaire indicated that they found new business 
opportunities.

In TOKYO PACK 2018, about 600 companies will showcase advanced packaging materials and 
technological solutions in the 51,380m2 exhibition space. 185,000 visitors from Japan and overseas are 
expected to attend the show.
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Exhibition Preview

Asian Packaging Seminar
Challenges of Asia for the future packaging 

The Asian Packaging Federation (APF) is a non-profit international non-governmental organization that, in a coordinated effort 

with countries throughout Asia, develops and improves packaging technology, promotes export, and trains personnel. Founded in 

Tokyo by the Japan Packaging Institute in 1967 and turning 50 last year, APF is once again taking a new step from Tokyo. This time, 

in addition to holding a ceremony to commemorate its 50th anniversary and hosting the Asia Star Award Ceremony, APF is holding 

a seminar to showcase the future of packaging. 

AsiaStar

AsiaStar is an annual packaging competition aimed at introducing excellent packaging concepts from Asian countries to the world.

Sponsored by

Asian Packaging Federation (APF)

Japan Packaging institute (JPI)

Welcome & Opening Address

Rohan Victoria President of APF, President of Sri Lanka Institute of Packaging

[Seminar 1] 

Future Prediction of Packaging and Related World in 2030 and Future Years

Mr. Michio Shimada

Chairman of Research Committee of Packaging Prediction Institute of Certified Packaging Professionals, Japan (ICPPJ)

[Seminar2]

Future Packaging in Asia

Dr. Pattra Maneesin

Secretary General of APF Director, Packaging Development Laboratory, Thailand Institute of Scientific and Technological Research (TISTR)

[Seminar3]

Panel Discussion

APF Member Countries

Featured Seminar

Venue Conference Tower / Room 102
Date October 2 (Tue) 13:30~16:30

Focused Exhibitors

KURARAY CO., LTD. Booth No. 3-44

Feature: In light of problems with oceanic and other types of 

pollution, there has been an accelerating shift away from the 

use of plastics.

Against this background, our display aims to offer propos-

als for plastics that can actually be beneficial to the Earth in re-

gard to addressing the challenge of food loss. Specifically, our 

display will focus on EVAL, a gas barrier plastic, and PLANTIC, 

a plastic made from plant-derived raw materials that has been 

provided with a gas barrier using a unique KURARAY process.

Exhibition Information:

EVAL

-Food packaging that helps reduce food loss by extending 

shelf-life.

-Grain storage bags that can reduce damage caused by 

germination before planting and insects.

-Soil fumigation film that can prevent agricultural chemicals 

from leaking into the atmosphere

PLANTIC

-The water-soluble nature of this film contributes to material 
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Exhibition Preview

recycling of multilayer barrier materials

-The combination of the starch-sourced barrier layer and 

other biodegradable materials enables biodegradable barrier 

packaging

KURAPET

-High-viscosity copolymer PET suited to direct blow mold-

ing

PLANTIC Meat Package Adopted by Coles, a Large Aus-

tralian Supermarket Chain

SAKATA INX CORPORATION Booth No.1-08

Under the theme of “Challenging a New Era of Packaging—

Proposing Botanical Inks,” we will introduce products that are 

even more environmentally-friendly than in the past during TO-

KYO PACK.

In addition to introducing the gravure, flexo, offset, inkjet, 

and other inks that leverage our strengths as an general ink 

producer, we will also demonstrate ink related equipment de-

signed to improve the efficiency of printing companies.

Belle Flora: In addition to having the same broad versatility, 

excellent printability, and good lamination capability as Belle 

Color, Belle Flora contains a high ratio of plant-derived materi-

als that are expected to reduce CO2 emissions. This ink is also 

compliant with the Swiss Ordinance and Nestle Standards.

Superior: Toluene-free, heat-resistant, oil-resistant surface 

printing ink. Sapuria offers high-speed printability and can be 

used with solvents for standard lamination.

NT-200: Heat resistant, oil-resistant surface printing ink.

Super Neocent: Toluene-free ink with excellent gloss and 

printability.

Gratone PCN: Solvent-based paper printing gravure ink with 

excellent heat-resistance and oil-resistance.

Eco Prata: Water-based flexo paper printing ink. Applications 

include paper bag, fast food wrapper, and oil-resistant paper 

printing.

Eco Pino: Water-based flexo paper printing ink. Applications 

include candy box, tissue box, and other types of paper carton 

printing.

Dream Cure BM: This UV offset ink is also available in a 

high-sensitivity grade. Applications include paper and synthet-

ic paper printing.

Ink jet inks for packaging applications: As with other fields, 

packaging is seeing a demand for the new value that can be 

realized through the use of digital printing in addition to con-

ventional printing methods. Along with case studies for each 

type, we will display water-based pigment inkjet inks for flex-

ible packaging, EB curable inkjet inks, and UV inkjet inks for 

cardboard.

SOBU Machinery Co., Ltd.  Booth No. 6-33

Exhibition Products: Watergreen CI Flexo Printing Machine—a 

flexo printing machine for water-based inks that are safe for 

humans and the environment.

Tamapoly Co., Ltd.  Booth No. 2-33

We will exhibit new functional films, coextrusion multilayer seal-

ant films, and laminated films for high-speed filling. Tamapoly 

developed the TTPS series as a new series of packaging films 

designed to help customers create new value and rapidly over-

come problems. Conventionally, several requirements must be 

met prior to determining the specifications for packaging films, 

so potential films must be selected from among product groups 

that contain many grades, after which prototypes made from 

these must be evaluated in a multi-step process. Therefore, 

the TTPS Series was created to offer existing films that have 

already been commercialized and designed for specifications 

focused on delivering maximum value. Selecting films with the 
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optimal properties for clear targets in this way enables us to 

rapidly propose packaging configurations.

New Series Proposal:

We reviewed our product lineup in order to address the needs 

of those in charge of product development at converters in 

a more timely manner. The new product series that was cre-

ated as a result of this review was designed to maximize the 

results for specific applications, thereby improving the appeal 

to end users and reducing the time and effort required for de-

velopment. Specifically, our proposal consists of sealant films, 

which are conventionally categorized as multilayer films, as de-

velopment tools to satisfy the application and purpose of final 

products.

DAC ENGINEERING CO., LTD. Booth No. 6-47

We will display our new e-CAMO Series together with a print 

inspection system that utilizes high-speed, high-precision, 

high-efficiency image processing to address labor shortages 

in the converting industry. 

We will also demonstrate the Crossover XLC402 gravure 

print inspection system, which enables simple operations and 

high performance without the need for a controller. With its 

greater resolution, the system can detect microscopic defects.

We will also demonstrate Pitat! for improving rewinding in-

spection efficiency.

Crossover combines a new detection circuit developed 

specifically for gravure printing and a high-performance reg-

istration system that together enable high-precision defect 

detection. As the first controller-free system in the inspection 

industry, this system is revolutionary in its compact size and 

low-cost. Utilizing the light weight of the main body (23 kg), the 

system can be easily installed directly onto gravure and flexo 

printing machines, as well as onto slitters and rewinding units.

The BEAT Vision still image unit equipped on Crossover 

uses a two million pixel Full-HD camera with optical zoom to 

display gravure and flexo printed images for use in verifying 

register marks, color tones, and print quality.

Some of the features of this system include, 1 the ability to 

record eight printer marks and other inspection points (which 

can be set as required), 2 the ability to rapidly transport the 

substrate to the recorded position at the touch of a button, 3 

the ability to verify the color tones of both recorded images and 

real-time images using an uplink display, 4 the ability to rapidly 

transport the substrate to the mapped image or the location to 

be checked, and 5 the ability to be operated intuitively using a 

simple icon display.

We will also demonstrate "Lockrun," a simple label in-

spection system equipped with the new e-CAMO inspection 

solution. e-CAMO is equipped with a new operating system 

that enables the operator to more easily run the unit. The unit 

can also be rolled on casters, allowing any area with a 100V 

outlet to be converted into an inspection room. We recom-

mend those installing inspection equipment for the first time 

to introduce this unit as an introductory system. e-CAMO will 

be demonstrated on a bag making pitch-control unit with an 

image inspector and a New IWASHO web handling system.

Type Grade Features Applications
Additive-free Type TB100 Additive-free, materials compliant with the  Ministerial Ordinance

on Milk and Milk products Concerning Compositional Standards, etc.,
prioritizes strength

BIB, dairy product packaging, etc.

Low-odor, Low-flavor Type TB200 Reduced content migration, special formulation, high-strength BIB inner bag, mineral water, etc.
High-strength Type TB300 Prioritizes strength for pin-hole resistance, good flexibility BIB, heavy liquid packaging, beverages, 

etc.
Gamma-ray Compliant Type TB400 Reduces color change and odor caused by gamma ray exposure BIB, condensed beverages, etc.
Gamma-ray Compliant Type TB410 Deodorants are added to reduce odor caused by gamma ray exposure BIB, condensed beverages, etc.
Barrier Type TMB600 Has both a barrier layer and pin-hole resistance BIB outer bag, low-barrier applications, etc.

Packaging Films for Liquid Beverages: Type-TB, Type-TMB Series Lineup

Lockrun
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Toshin Co., Ltd. Booth No. 4-29

We will exhibit an ultra-compact MR rewinder. The MR has a 

tension range of 3–60 N, which enables low-tension rewinding, 

a maximum rewinding diameter of 600 mm, and a maximum 

speed of 400 m/min. The MR can also be equipped with an 

inspection unit as an option.

HIMECS, INC Booth No. 1-41

Do you want lighter air shafts? Do you have problems packing 

small rolls by hand? For those of you with these kinds of prob-

lems, please stop by our booth.

We will display demonstration models, enabling all to di-

rectly experience the features of our products and their ease 

of use.

Exhibition Products:

We manufacture and sell air chucks used in roll-to-roll produc-

tion machines and the material handling equipment used to 

transport the finished rolls. During TOKYO PACK 2018, we will 

display the following demonstration models.

Hi-lock: Light-weight, precision rotation air chuck

Hand-catcher: Compact material handling tool that is safe for 

hands and materials

Paionia Furyokuki Co., Ltd. Booth No. 6-10

We are a general manufacturer of equipment designed for 

clean environments. We design, manufacture, and install prod-

ucts that make people and things clean.

We will exhibit our air suction mat cleaners, which use air to 

remove dirt from the bottom of shoes and wheels. We will also 

exhibit air showers, which clean people and things to prevent 

the introduction of contaminants, as well as backrest showers 

that allow individuals to clean dirt from their own backs.

These items will be available for demonstration, so please 

come and see how well they clean for yourself.

Air Shower (demonstration): When the three-way simultane-

ous air jet door is opened, air is jetted from the nozzles located 

above and on either side of the unit simultaneously. In this way, 

the shower blows off contaminants, such as dirt, that have ad-

hered to every part of the worker’s body.

Shoe sole cleaner (demonstration): By simply placing this 

high-performance, energy saving door mat cleaner at building 

entrances or along hallways, the spring brush and air suction 

removes dirt adhered to the bottom of shoes and wheels.

Futamura Chemical Co., Ltd. Booth No. 1-22

Environmentally-friendly film:

1. Cellophane — Earth-friendly film

a. Transparent film made from pulp

b. Cellophane is made from cellulose. (Cellulose: the main 

component of cell walls in plants)

c. The amount of heat generated during incineration is low, 

and there is no secondary pollution generated from combus-

tion gases.

d. Cellophane also degrades rapidly in soil and compost, 

and converts into water and carbon dioxide.

2. Barrier films and ecological films that contributed to reduced 

food loss by providing a barrier property

3. Easy-cut films that prioritize universal design.

Ritech Japan K.K. Booth No. 3-50

We will display solutions related to flexible packaging. Although 

our display will consist entirely of posters, we will introduce 

Windmoeller & Hoelscher film making equipment, flexo print-

ing machines, and gravure printing machines; Nordmeccanica 

solventless laminators; and Flexo Wash printing equipment 

parts washers, among others. Our proposals will aim to im-

prove the productivity of our customers while being safe for 

the environment.

In addition, we also plan to display production equipment 

information related to flexible packaging.

Printing Equipment Parts Washer

Nonsolvent 
Laminator
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New Wide-format FXIJ Water-based Inkjet Printer  
for Flexible Packaging to Be Unveiled at TOKYO PACK 2018

THINK LABORATORY CO., LTD.

As the manufacturer of the New FX Series 
of fully-automated gravure cylinder making 

equipment for the flexible packaging printing in-
dustry, THINK LABORATORY CO., LTD. will unveil a 
newly developed FXIJ roll-to-roll film inkjet printer 
model for the first time ever during TOKYO PACK 
2018 (Booth No. 3-14, East Hall 3). At twice the width 
of the original FXIJ, this 1,100 (1,080 print width) wide-
format water-based inkjet printer is designed to suit 
the needs of gravure printers in the flexible packaging 
printing industry, which has been struggling with the 
lower operational efficiency of gravure printing ma-
chines in the face of an increasing number of jobs 
below 2,000 meters in length and with short delivery 

time frames. During the event, THINK LABO-
RATORY will hold printing demonstrations, 
which are expected to attract greater interest 
than ever before. Moreover, they will also unveil 
samples printed with standard, high-solid, and 
water-based gravure inks using actual printing 
cylinders made on New FX series machines 
in operation at companies from around the 
world. As part of this display, they will also 
provide a wealth of related test data in support 
of realizing resource-conserving, environmen-
tally-friendly gravure printing.

A 1,100 mm Wide-format Printer
Still under development at the time, THINK LABO-

RATORY originally unveiled their FXIJ type 540 wa-

ter-based pigment ink printer for flexible packaging 

www.think-lab.com

The Four FXIJ type 504  
Used for Testing Continue to Be Upgraded

FXIJ type 1080
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during TOKYO PACK 2016. Now, two years later, they will un-

veil the FXIJ type 1080 as an upgraded model. Whereas the 

earlier model achieved a print width of 540 mm on 600 mm 

wide substrates, the type 1080 achieves a print width of 1,080 

mm on 1,100 wide substrates. In this way, the wider machine 

targets the shift in gravure printing jobs to digital, and takes 

into consideration the efficiency of the following lamination pro-

cesses. Specifically, by matching the size of the new printer 

to that of existing flexible packaging substrates and gravure 

printing widths, THINK LABORATORY expects that the greater 

print width will help lower the obstacles to installing the FXIJ 

among gravure converters and printing companies. Like the 

type 540, the new model also uses Kao Corporation’s wa-

ter-based pigment inks, and prints at a speed of 20–40 m/

min. when used in the 5-color reverse printing mode (CMYK 

process colors plus white). When used in the CMYK 4-color 

mode, the machine can print at speeds of 40–60 m/min. In 

order to improve the drying efficiency of the water-based inks, 

the FXIJ is equipped with a compact, energy-saving hot-air 

generator. This unit will also be unveiled during the event.

With double the substrate and printing width of the original 

model, at W3,500 × L6,000 × H2,100 the type 1080 printer 

itself is also twice as wide as that of the type 540. Even so, 

the machine is still more compact than other water-based ink-

jet printers under development by other printing equipment 

manufacturers that had been on display during IGAS 2018 this 

past July. Assuming the FXIJ type 1080 will also be exported, 

THINK LABORATORY designed the machine to fit nicely within 

a standard shipping container.

The first type 1080—the fifth FXIJ unit to be built thus far 

and the unit that will be unveiled at TOKYO PACK 2018—is 

currently being assembled at THINK LABORATORY’s head of-

fice factory in Kashiwa, Chiba, Japan.

Constructing a Dedicated FXIJ Assembly Plant
THINK LABORATORY also recently began construction on a 

new assembly plant specifically designed to build the FXIJ on 

a site area of 4,500 m2 located next to their head office factory. 

Scheduled for completion in April 2019, the first floor will be 

home to some 10 OKUMA machining units that will machine 

FXIJ parts 24 hours per day, and the second floor will serve 

as the assembly space. Once complete, the plant will have a 

production capacity of 10 units per month.

Installing Digital Post-printing Units
THINK LABORATORY has nearly completed installing the 

post-printing units that will be used together with the FXIJ, with 

a dry laminator, nonsolvent laminator, film slitter, hot-air tor-

nado shrink tunnel, and rewinding inspection unit already in 

place. Towards the end of September, they will also install a 

shrink film butt-seamer and a cutting machine, which will allow 

them to laminate and rewind the printed films into rolls within 

a few hours on a single line. The new plant will be designed 

Type Type 540 Type 1080
Substrate Width 600mm 1100mm

Print Width 540mm 1080mm
Inkjet Head Number 25 50

Resolution 600dpi 600dpi
Drying Method Hot Air

Ink Type Water-based Pigment Inks
Number of Colors 5-Color (CMYK + W)

Print Speed
5C 20 - 40m/min

CMYK 40 - 60m/min

Printer Size
W 2200mm 3500mm
L 6000mm 6000mm
H 2100mm 2100mm

Size With 

Additional Units*

W 3000mm 3000mm
L 3000mm 6000mm
H 2200mm 2200mm

*Ink tanks, hot air generator

FXIJ Specifications

Newly Installed Film SlitterNewly Installed Dry Laminator
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Exhibition Preview

as a clean room, and will allow customers to actually 

view every step in the flexible packaging production 

process, from design data processing, to FXIJ printing, 

nonsolvent lamination, shrinking, and other post-printing 

processes. As such, the plant should serve as a high-

ly valuable location for converters, printing companies, 

and other customers.

Uncovering Latent Demand for Short-runs
Based on an analysis of the flexible packaging converters 

and printers with which they do business, Tatsuo Shig-

eta, president of THINK LABORATORY, has drawn up 

an ideal operational concept whereby New FX3 based 

gravure cylinder making equipment and FXIJ printers are com-

bined. In this concept, medium to long runs of 2,000 meters 

or more are printed using cylinders made on the New FX3 in 

order to increase cylinder making efficiency. At the same time, 

the shallower cells on these cylinders will also help reduce the 

amount of gravure ink used during printing. Meanwhile, FXIJ 

inkjet printers are utilized to print short runs of under 2,000 me-

ters and to uncover latent demand for these kinds of short-run 

jobs, thereby expanding the flexible packaging market.

1000～2000m

2000～4000m

4000～10000m 40%

40%

17%

+20%

3%New  FX  3

FXIJ

10,000 m 
and up

Total 100%

1 - 1,000 m (latent demand)

New FX3

New FX3/FXIJ Operational Concept

New FX Under Assembly Just Before Delivery
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Using Water-based Inkjet Technology  
to Directly Print Metal Cans Without a Primer

KIT-CC Co., Ltd., D.I. ENGINEERING CORPORATION, Kao Corporation

At its booth during the 2018 neo functional ma-
terial exhibition, KIT-CC Co., Ltd. unveiled a 

unique inkjet printing system developed to print 
water-based inks in full color on the surface of cy-
lindrical metal cans without the need for a primer. 
In addition to hinting at the new potential for inkjet 
printing, KIT-CC also featured the system’s ability 
to reduce the environmental impact of printing and 
improve the workplace environment. In the future, 
the system is expected to find use in producing 
short-run premium goods sold during events, for 
example.

With a background in developing inkjet printheads at a major 

electronics manufacturer, Kenji Tomita founded KIT-CC as 

a venture company in 2015. In challenging unprecedented 

approaches to manufacturing by leveraging the capabilities of 

inkjet technology, the company’s mission is to contribute to the 

creation of new businesses. Likewise, KIT-CC’s strengths lie in 

its ability to comprehensively coordinate printheads, control-

lers, inks, ink supply systems, and material handling systems 

in line with the demands of the customer.

In this way, KIT-CC applied these strengths upon receiving 

a request from D.I. ENGINEERING CORPORATION (D.I.E.C), 

a trading company that deals broadly with equipment and de-

vices related to can making, to jointly develop the new inkjet 

printer on display at the neo functional material exhibition. Spe-

cifically, D.I.E.C was looking to create an inkjet printing system 

with the ability to print on cylindrical materials, like metal cans. 

In this case, KIT-CC cooperated on development of the print-

heads and controllers.

During the event, KIT-CC unveiled a four color (CMYK) pro-

Samples of  Directly Printed Aluminum Cans

Printing System
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Taking a Step Apart  
Through a Digital Printing-based Business Model
Digital Technologies for Packaging & Commercial Print Industries Conference 2018

On July 10, 2018, Keypoint Intelligence Ltd. held 
its 2018 Packaging Conference at the Tokyo 

Conference Center. During the event, Keypoint Intel-
ligence invited Keita Watanabe of Morinaga & Co., 
Ltd. to speak from the perspective of brand owners 
in a talk titled Case Studies in New Business Cre-
ation Using Digital Printing Technology. Also during 
the event, Masato Atoda, a Keypoint Intelligence an-
alyst, spoke on digital label and packaging printing 
trends in China.

Digital Printers as Business Partners
Launched in 2014, Morinaga’s New Business Field Creation 

Department currently consists of 10 members and undertakes 

business created through the Morinaga Accelerator as well as 

the business created under the initiative of the individual staff 

members. Mr. Watanabe discussed one of these businesses in 

which he is involved called “okashiprint.” This business utilizes 

digital printing and the web to provide a service whereby cus-

tomers can create original designs for the packages of several 

of the company’s snack brands. The service was initially start-

ed as a business-to-customer service in 2016, but is currently 

being expanded as a business-to-business service.

From the perspective of brand owners, Mr. Watanabe ex-

plains the future for which digital printers should aim, saying 

“digital printers should take the form of business partners, 

where companies and printers work together in considering 

the situations in which customers beyond the client use the 

client’s products. Essentially, we must ask ourselves for whom 

and why printing technologies were developed in the first 

place? Although it is important for the colors to be attractive, a 

question remains in the minds of brand owners over whether 

this is what customers truly demand or if this required level 

of quality is simply a matter of self-satisfaction for the brand 

owners. Simply printing alone will not solve anything and will 

only result in continuous cost competition. 

As such, I feel it is important for companies 

selling digital printing equipment and print-

ing companies themselves to design a new 

business model in which business opera-

tors, printing companies, and other players 

from different industries with different sets of 

know-how work together to utilize digital printing in a way that 

sets brand owners apart from their competition.”

Printed Matter Shipped/Delivered Value in China
According to Mr. Atoda of Keypoint Intelligence, the total value 

of printed matter shipped and delivered in China as of 2016 

was 1.1 trillion yuan (¥18.3 trillion), more than three times the 

size of the ¥5 trillion printing industry in Japan. Although there 

were approximately 101,000 printing companies in China in 

2016, this is actually 3,000 fewer companies than the previous 

year. Moreover, 63% of this value in the printing and publishing 

sectors as of 2016 was accounted for by roughly 3,300 com-

panies with a market value of under 500 million yuan and the 

100 largest companies.

Of the 850 color digital label and packaging (CDLP) printers 

sold in 2016, 6% (50 units) were sold in China. Of those ma-

chines sold in China, 91% were label printers, whereas only 6% 

and 4% were paper carton printers and flexible packaging print-

ers, respectively. The forecast for CDLP printer sales through 

2021 released by Keypoint Intelligence is shown in the figure.

Mr. Atoda goes on to say that Keypoint Intelligence antici-

pates continued growth in the Chinese CDLP printing industry, 

but as the Chinese printing industry begins 

to mature, printing companies will look to 

set themselves apart. Mr. Atoda sums up 

the China market, saying “in contrast to the 

label market, which is entering a period of 

growth, the packaging market is in the early 

stages of an introductory period.” M. AtodaK. Watanabe

China CDLP Printer Sales and Sales Forecast  
for All Segments (2016–2021)

CAGR’
’16 - ’21 :
13.5%

0

2 0

4 0

6 0

8 0

1 0 0

2 0 1 6 2 0 1 7 2 0 1 8 2 0 1 9 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 1
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Year
Source: Keypoint Intelligence Ltd.
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Demand for Illegal Copy Countermeasures and Low-volume,  
High-mix Printing Drives Global Installations of the  
Next-generation PrimeFire 106 Water-based Digital Printer

HDF21 21st Nation-wide Joint Regional Conference and High Added-value Seminar

With a focus on activities related to Management, 
Technology, and Communication, HDF21 

(Heidel Forum 21) is an organization that conducts re-
search and shares information related to the graphic 
arts industry. Most recently, this past July HDF21 held 
its 21st Nation-wide Joint Regional Conference and 
High Added-value Seminar. During the lecture part of 
the seminar, Montserrat Peidro-Insa, Head of Digital 
Print at Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG (Germany), 
spoke on the topic of the Value and Potential of the 
Digital Print Business in Redefining Printing. Specifi-
cally, Ms. Peidro-Insa talked about the current shift to 
digital printing in the global packaging industry and 
introduced the company’s next-generation Primefire 
106 water-based inkjet digital printer. 

Acceleration of Digital Printing
Ms. Peidro-Insa began her talk by stating that she has been 

involved in the graphic arts field for the past 20 years, and has 

therefore witnessed the transition of the field to digital printing 

first-hand. She explains that although 

digital printing was first introduced 

to label production in 2012, only four 

years later, in 2016, digital printing had 

already made inroads into carton and 

flexible packaging printing.

This shift to digital printing equip-

ment is based on its ability to handle 

variable printing, which has become 

necessary as a result of the prolifer-

ation of high-mix, low-volume products requiring a greater 

range of packaging designs. Likewise, the greater speed of 

product development that coincides with this kind of work has 

also driven digital printing installations. Ms. Peidro-Insa used 

the example of the huge variety of milk products seen on su-

permarket shelves today to back up her point. “When one vis-

its a supermarket today, there are all kinds of milk on the shelf, 

including those that are fortified with vitamins, for example. But 

roughly 70% of these products will vanish from the shelves by 

the following year.” The fact that so many new products wind 

up on store shelves in such a short time necessarily requires 

that different, yet completely original, packages be designed 

in a short period of time. As the market increasingly requires 

a high-mix of products that must offer strong appeal to the 

consumer to be delivered more quickly, packaging production 

and delivery will also need to be faster, more accurate, and 

higher quality.

Demand for Variable Printing  
as an Illegal Copy Countermeasure
Ms. Peidro-Insa also emphasized black market (illegal copy) 

countermeasures as another issue being faced by the pack-

aging industry of late. For example, the black market has led to 

losses in the US cosmetics industry totaling 1.5% of industry 

revenues, and losses of 600 million euros per year in Europe.

Today, one of the major approaches to illegal copy counter-

measures requires unique product codes, serial numbers, or 

other types of information to be printed on each individual 

package. In this light, Ms. Peidro-Insa explains that because 

the loses caused by rampant illegal copies have reached a 
Montserrat  
Peidro-Insa
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is equipped with a defect sheet detection (pile management) 

and automatic sheet removal mechanism that utilizes four 600 

dpi high-resolution cameras, as well as an automatic printhead 

check and other automatic quality control systems.

Primefire 106 has already been installed in several loca-

tions, including at MPS (Multi Packaging Solutions) of Germa-

ny in May 2017 and at Colordruck Baiersbronn, also of Germa-

ny, in December 2017. Following this, in June 2018 a Primefire 

106 was installed at Rondo of Switzerland, a manufacturing 

subcontractor of pharmaceutical packaging for Roche Di-

agnostics. In this case, Rondo has been able to shorten the 

OK・NG
Press control

Prinect Digital Center
Pile Management
XL 106 Delivery

Full area and spot
Coating Unit

High quality
Drying Unit

Heidleberg 
7-color

Jetting Unit

High quality
Conditioning Unit

for uniform and
sharp ink dot shape

Optimum substrate
handling up to B1

Preset Plus Feeder

Primefire 106 System Overview

production cycle through product delivery from eight weeks to 

three weeks. Moreover, Heidelberg delivered its first unit to the 

US with the installment of a Primefire 106 at Warneke Paper 

Box this past July.

At the end of her talk, Ms. Peidro-Insa mentioned that an-

other trend driving the shift to digital printing was e-commerce 

and the commensurate Web-to-Pack package printing. In this 

case, packages must be customized for on-demand orders 

from both businesses and individuals, which, she explains, is 

likely to make digital printing that can handle this kind of low-vol-

ume production a new pillar of the package printing industry.

Our Mist Cooled Hybrid Roll is ideal for 
�lm preheating, stretching, and annealing

If it’s a TOKUDEN JACKET ROLL®If it’s a TOKUDEN JACKET ROLL®

It’s energy saving, 
low-maintenance, 
and safe

It’s energy saving, 
low-maintenance, 
and safe

Induction heating provides excellent temperature control
Wide temperature range setting (max. 400°C)
Uniform roll surface temperature profile

Induction heating provides excellent temperature control
Wide temperature range setting (max. 400°C)
Uniform roll surface temperature profile

Energy (kW) Approx. 20% loss

Tokuden
Jacket Roll®

Standard
Oil Heated Roll

Energy Loss
▪ Energy consumed by
   circulation pump
▪ Heat exchanger
   efficiency loss
▪ Piping loss

Required energy to
maintain the temperature
of the product and
roll surface
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Faced with a clear downward trend in 
the number of cat and dog owners 

over the past few years, the unprece-
dented boom in pet ownership that had 
swept over Japan has come to an end. 
Despite the fact that this trend directly 
tracks Japan’s shrinking population, 
the massive pet market that emerged 
during the boom continues to grow from 
its current ¥1.4 trillion. Today, pets in 
Japan are considered to be part of the 
family, a sentiment that has driven the 
availability of clothing and care goods, 
as well as the presence of healthier 
foods that tend to be more expensive. 
New markets related to nursing care, 
hair salons, and medical insurance for pets have also 
continued to emerge. As the largest pet industry ex-
hibition in Japan, interpets 2018 featured several pet 
relate products with ties to the converting industry.

Aging Pet Populations
According to the Japan Pet Food Association, the number 

of pets, primarily cats and dogs, in Japan has seen a steady 

downward trend since peaking in 2008. The primary driver of 

this trend is a decline in the number of dogs, which fell by more 

than 30% in 2017 compared with 2008. Although the number 

of cats has also continued to decline to a lesser degree, 2017 

saw a slight increase of 102% over the previous year. Some 

of the reasons that dog ownership has declined is because 

caring for dogs is energy consuming and difficult, and because 

owning dogs is more expensive than owning cats. Looking 

more closely, however, we see that ownership of large breads, 

such as Siberian Huskies, has fallen, whereas the populari-

ty of small and very small breads has increased. The number 

of dogs owned by any one household has also declined, but 

older couples that are no longer raising children and double 

income families with no children tend to own a small number 

of dogs that are considered as important as family members. 

Moreover, the population of dogs is aging, leading owners of 

older dogs to provide nursing care. As such, dog food brands 

have shifted to higher quality health-oriented dog foods, while 

miscellaneous and nursing care goods have increased in pop-

ularity. For these reasons, the current ¥1.4 trillion pet market 

is expected to continue growing stably at about 1% per year.

Japan’s Growing Pet-related Markets Serve as  
New Outlets for Inkjet Printing, Reinforced Cardboard,  
and Packaging for High-priced Pet Foods

interpets 2018
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Trends in Cat and Dog Ownership Numbers
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Interest in Inspection Systems Increasing  
From Thailand's Growing Flexible Packaging Industry

ProPak Asia 2018 Report

Although interest in the Southeast Asian market 
as a whole is nothing new, differences in the 

economic situation and needs of each country within 
this region continue to attract strong attention to 

trends in Thailand as the regional forerunner. In fact, 
Thailand is host to the largest flexible packaging 
related exhibition held in this region, and its scale 
alone indicates the high level of anticipation in Thai-
land’s growing food packaging industry. Meanwhile, 
this growth has also led to more intense competition 
among packaging converters, leading those in the 
industry to state that their survival will depend on 
setting themselves apart from their competition in 
some unique way. In this light, we visited ProPak Asia 
2018, the largest regional food packaging related ex-
hibition held in Bangkok, Thailand, this past June.

Thailand Economic Conditions
According to the World Economic Outlook Databases pub-

lished by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), at US$1.02 

trillion Indonesia had the highest nominal GDP in FY2017, 

followed by Thailand (US$455.3 billion), Vietnam (US$220.4 

Thailand Export Value by Destination (unit: US$ billions)
Year Total Value Europe Japan US Mainland China

2010 1934 145 203 202 215

2011 2202 163 236 216 260

2012 2274 148 233 226 267

2013 2244 153 219 226 268

2014 2247 161 215 236 248

2015 2107 150 197 237 234

2016 2138 154 204 243 236

2017 2359 168 220 265 294

Source: IMF Direction of Trade Statistics

ProPak Asia 2018 Venue
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REFLECTION LIGHT SENSOR PSM-270

An edge and a line mark of the Web can be detected by placing PSM-270 on a roll.

Meandering of a web is corrected in combination with a controller and an actuator.

● Since it is high sensitivity, it is detectable even if contrast is low.

● Since the web plane on a roll can be seen when operating a set switch, teaching can 

be performed easily.

● Gap of the film from a set position can be checked by lighting of LED.

● By changing detection distance, the diameter of a spot can be adjusted from ø4 to ø6.

Adjustment of the diameter of a spot is effective, when avoiding the pattern around 

the line mark or detecting a thick line.

http://www.mitsuhashi-corp.co.jp


Working to Reduce the Environmental Impact of Packaging 
With Integrated Cup Lids,  
Light Weight Cardboard, and Water-based Heat Sealants

Japan Food Packaging Association

In working to realize a low-carbon society that will 
help mitigate global warming, there is an urgent 

need to adopt environmentally friendly packaging. 
Similarly, there have been moves to ban the use of 
plastic shopping bags, as well as utilize recycled and 
sustainable materials. In this light, the Japan Food 
Packaging Association held its food packaging tech-
nology seminar this past April in Tokyo to present 
information on packaging, containers, and heat 
sealants from around the world that focus on the en-
vironment.

Reducing CO2  
From the Transport of Packages
Takeshi Yamashita, assistant manager of the Internation-

al Business Planning & Promotion Department, International 

Sales Division, JAPAN PULP AND PAPER CO., LTD., intro-

duced “ButterflyCup,” a paper cup integrated with its own lid 

that was developed by Anhui Kailai 

Packaging of Ireland. Although Butter-

flyCup looks like a standard paper cup 

before use, after it has been filled with 

a drink, the two flaps at the top of the 

cup can be folded inwards to overlap 

each other and form a lid. Once fold-

ed, the lid leaves behind two drinking 

spouts on either side. The name But-

terflyCup comes from the butterfly-like 

image that folding the flaps produces.

The folded lid prevents the contents 

form easily leaking out so that consum-

ers can use the cups for takeout or in a vehicle drink holder 

without worry. Meanwhile, shops and restaurants do not need 

to individually control inventory for cups and lids, and are also 

able to free up more counter space. The folding flaps also al-

low the cups to be lidded more easily, enabling employees to 

hand drinks to customers more quickly. The lack of a separate 

lid also means that the cups can be disposed of and recycled 

more easily, while the appearance is unique and eye-catching. 

In terms of the environment, however, the transport weight of 

the integrated cup and lid is lighter than standard cups, which 

helps reduce CO2 emissions from trucks.

Made in China at factories that have received ISO 9001, 

ISO 22000, BRC, and FSC certification, the cups are sold and 

patented in Ireland, the US, Germany, the UK, Canada, Aus-

tralia, Israel, and South Africa. The cups have already received 

import permissions from Japan, where JAPAN PULP AND PA-

PER feels that in addition to the impression made by the cup’s 

unique appearance, the cups will also attract attention from 

potential customers in Japan because of their ability to help 

Takeshi Yamashita 
(JAPAN PULP 
AND PAPER)

Drinking Spouts

shokuhou.jp
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Easy-use, Low Plastic Volume, and  
Improved Barrier Performance Technologies  
Aim to Expand the Packaging Market

The Society of Packaging Science & Technology, Japan
www.spstj.jp

During its 27th Annual Meeting, held at the Uni-
versity of Tokyo this past July, the Society of 

Packaging Science & Technology, Japan (SPSTJ), 
presented several technologies aimed at helping to 
expand the packaging market. Specifically, these 
technologies were targeted at improving the use and 
functionality of containers and packaging, including 
a new film composition that greatly improves the 
ease with which packages can be opened, the use 
of CAE to improve packaging design efficiency, and 
new mini pouches designed for easy use during ex-
ercise.

Easier-to-open Cylindrical Filled Packaging
Kenichi Masuda of the KUREHA CORPORATION Polymer 

Processing Research Laboratories reported on his work in 

developing easier to open cylindrical filled packaging for fish 

sausage. In this case, the cylindrical packaging (casing) is es-

sentially a cylindrical bag made of PVDC film that is tied-off at 

both ends after being filled with the contents. Conventionally, 

both ends of the casing are tied-off with an aluminum wire, 

but more recently unsealing tapes made of the same PVDC as 

the casing film have been used to tie the ends closed, there-

by eliminating the need to separate the plastic and ties before 

disposal. In this case, ultrasonic welding is increasingly used 

to seal the packaging. Although these packages are designed 

to open easily by peeling the unsealing tape, which is applied 

over the casing film into which a notch has been precut, in 

some cases the unsealing tape can tear off before the packag-

ing can be fully opened.

When the research team ob-

served where these unsealing tapes 

begin to tear, they discovered that 

stress concentrates in the gap be-

tween the tiny plastic beads, which 

form along the edge between the 

unsealing tape and casing film as a 

result of pressure during welding, 

Polymer Bead

↑ Casing Film

Stress Concentration Occurs at the Plastic Beads

Kenichi Masuda
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Head Office: 2-1-1 Mitojima, Fuji-shi
Shizuoka-ken, Japan
Tel: +81-545-61-2406
Fax: +81-545-61-2445
http://kobayashieng.co.jp

Kobayashi Engineering Works, Ltd.
Industrial Machinery Sales Department

Multiple coating headsWide range of available conditions

Gravure Coaters
Bar Coater
Reverse Roll Coater
Die Coater
Roll Knife Coater
Doctor Coater
Air Knife Coater, etc.

Coating head options

The wide variety of coating heads enables coating on all types of
films, metal foils, synthetic paper, and other substrates 

Proposing the ideal coating method

Exchangeable cassette type coating heads“Class 1000” clean environment

DM Coater
SG Coater
FB Coater
GC Coater
Die Coater
Doctor Coater

Coating head options

Multiple coating headsCoating conditionsClean environmentAssuming real production

Cutting-edge clean test coater

Utilizing our 70 years of experience
to provide you with the ideal
coating conditions

Multi Test Coater
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Effortlessly Cleaning  
Hardened Two-part Reactive Curing Inks From Doctor Blades

DAINIHON PACKAGE CORPORATION
www.daipake.co.jp

Despite efforts to improve working conditions 
in the printing industry, gravure printing plants 

are still rife with many problems. One of these is 
finding a solution to the work required to remove 
the stubborn dried ink that adheres firmly to doctor 
blades. Typically, this ink is scraped off using a metal 
spatula after the doctor blade has been immersed 
for a long time in an organic solvent. This approach, 
however, risks exposing workers to solvents and re-
quires printing machine operators to slip this work 
in when they have free time, so can place a signif-
icant burden on employees. In order to overcome 
these issues, DAINIHON PACKAGE CORPORATION 
installed a Denmark-based Flexo Wash PK 240 Easy 
Load parts washing system through Ri-tech Japan at 
its main flexible packaging gravure printing plant in 
Koshigaya, Saitama, Japan. After putting the system 
into full-scale doctor blade cleaning operations this 
past July, DAINIHON PACKAGE has been using the 
system together with a solvent-free cleaning solution 
that is not considered hazardous.

Cleaning 700 Blades Per Month
DAINIHON PACKAGE uses gravure printing equipment at their 

main plant to print flexible film packaging and at their Saita-

ma Plant in Kita-katsushika District, Saitama, to print paper. 

Their main plant is equipped with four printing machines—one 

10-color, one 9-color, and two 7-color machines—with a total 

of 33 printing units. When the inks must be changed between 

jobs and the following job has strict quality requirements, the 

doctor blades used to wipe the excess ink from the surface 

of the printing cylinders must also be 

replaced along with their holders. Ac-

cording to Masashi Misugi, production 

division assistant manager and assistant 

plant manager of the main plant, in some 

cases the company must replace up to 

50 doctor blades per day when they 

have many short-run jobs, which means 

they replace an average of 700 a month 

or 8,400 a year at their main plant alone. At even larger printing 

companies, this number can easily exceed 10,000 blades per 

year.

Once the doctor blades are removed from the printing 

units in these cases, they are usually placed together with 

their holders on a rack next to the gravure printing machines. 

New doctor blades are then set into the printing units, and 

printing started after all of the preparations for the next job 

are complete. The company’s main plant operates 24 hours 

per day on a two-shift rotation, and assigns three operators to 

each of its machines. When the operators have free time, they 

will loosen the screws and dismantle the holders, remove the 

doctor blades, wipe off any ink on the blades using a waste 

cloth soaked in solvent, and reassemble the doctor units. This 

cleaning work requires 15–20 minutes per unit, so at an aver-

age of 700 units per month and 15 minutes per unit, this work 

takes up 175 hours a month or 2,100 hours per year. In many 

ways, this is a best case scenario.

In practice, however, printing jobs can be complete in as 

little as 20–30 minutes, so the operators must often start pre-

paring for the next job before they have a chance to dismantle 

and clean the used doctor blades. In other words, the blades 

Masashi Misugi
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Printable ElectronicsPrintable Electronics

Flexible Circuits for the Era of Wearables

1. Introduction
Coinciding with the recent arrival of commercial wearable elec-

tronics, particularly newer medical and health care devices, we 

are seeing the emergence of many cases where the standard 

film-based flexible materials used until now have not been able 

to sufficiently fulfill the characteristics required of the electronic 

circuits used in these newer devices. The new requirements 

are diverse, and no single material is able to satisfy every re-

quired item.

Just a few examples of the new base materials that have 

been tested include rubber to provide elasticity, cloth to pro-

vide breathability, and paper to provide moisture absorbency. 

Moreover, we are also seeing the development of plating mate-

rials and inks that can be applied as conductive and functional 

materials to surfaces that are not flat. When working with these 

types of new materials, we have found that there are many 

cases where these materials cannot be handled using the pro-

cesses used to produce conventional flexible circuits, which 

means that new ideas are now necessary to make these new 

flexible devices.

In this article, we will introduce the technical challenges that 

must be considered when making these new flexible electron-

ics circuits and devices, as well as some practical solutions.

2. Characteristics  
Required by New Demand

The production of existing flexible circuits assumes the use of a 

plastic film substrate, such as polyimide (PI). As such, existing 

converting processes and conditions have been developed to 

suit the characteristics of such films. Likewise, any material that 

satisfies these conditions is considered applicable. In terms of 

the base material (substrate), it is commonly understood that 

the substrate must have a high dimensional stability, electri-

cal insulation, chemical resistance, and gas barrier, as well as 

a low moisture permeability and absorbency. With the newer 

wearable electronics, however, many requirements that stand 

apart from these older assumptions have emerged. Specifical-

ly, the following characteristics are now required.

Elasticity: Exemplified by human skin, living organisms are 

composed of elastic bodies that stretch and contract, so it is 

desirable for the electronic device itself to stretch and contract 

in order to conform to this kind of movement.

Breathability: When devices larger than a certain area are 

applied directly to the skin, they will trap moisture within this 

area. When left in this state for a long time, this moisture risks 

damaging the skin, including causing rashes. In order to avoid 

this situation, devices must be breathable. The substrates for 

this kind of device are made of cloth that combines elasticity 

and breathability.

Moisture Absorbency: Disposable biochemical sensors, 

for example, are often designed so that the substrate tempo-

rarily absorbs blood or urine, which allows the substrate to 

bring these fluids into contact with the sensor circuit. The sub-

strates for this kind of device are made of paper with a good 

moisture absorbency.

Self-decomposition: Some temporary-use medical de-

vices must be embedded in the body, but surgery is required to 

remove these devices from the body after they have achieved 

their goal. To avoid this situation, research is being conducted 

into electronic materials that will chemically dissolve or decom-

pose after a certain amount of time has passed. One specific 

Dominique K. Numakura
dnumakura@dknresearch.com

DKN Research LLC
www.dknresearchllc.com

Converting Technology Session
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Fusing Converting and Electronic Component 
Packaging Technologies Gives Rise to a  
High-speed Micro-film Applicator

Bringing together technologies from different 
fields can lead to completely new ways of man-

ufacturing. One such example was recently unveiled 
by SunnySealing Co., Ltd. and Mitsui Kinzoku Instru-
mentations Technology Corporation (MKIT), which 
combined their respective film/tape die-cutting tech-
nologies and electronic component packaging tech-
nologies to develop a new high-speed micro-film ap-
plicator. With its ability to automate processes that 
had primarily been manual in the past, the new ap-
plicator is finding increasing use in electronics man-
ufacturing plants.

The flexible printed circuits (FPCs) found in smartphones, 

wearable devices, and other electronics contain various 

types of micro-films of only a few millimeters in size. These 

micro-films come in many shapes and sizes, and are designed 

for different applications, including FPC reinforcement, con-

ductive seals, and shock absorbing tapes that protect elec-

tronic components from impact. According to the MKIT rep-

resentative, these kinds of micro-films are typically applied at 

the production plant by hand using a folding guide template. 

For example, a worker will place the electronic component on 

one side of the guide template and place the micro-film on 

the other side so that the film will overlay the component. Af-

ter removing the separator from the adhesive tape, the worker 

closes the guide template and uses a hand roller to press the 

guide template from above, which laminates the micro-film and 

SunnySealing Co., Ltd.
www.sunnys.co.jp/

Mitsui Kinzoku Instrumentations Technology Corporation
www.mitsui-kinzoku.co.jp/group/mkk/

Micro-film Application Using a Guide Template
SunnySealing Die-cutting Technology (top) and Laminated 

Materials Used in the New Micro-film Applicator
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nology of its kind that picks up the micro-film with the backing 

still attached and removes the backing after application. 

As a manufacturer and distributor of adhesive seals and 

films used in the industrial and medical fields, SunnySealing’s 

strengths lie in their unique die-cutting technologies. Specif-

ically, these technologies enable them to precisely die-cut 

shapes from rolls or sheets of laminated films using a spe-

cial die-cutting process that combines a die and cutter. These 

technologies were applied to make the micro-film laminate.

Meanwhile, MKIT, which is involved in developing instru-

ment control equipment and precision industrial machinery, 

developed the FILM-FEEDER feeder unit used to stably feed 

the laminate based on the technologies they have acquired 

over more than 30 years in the electronic component pack-

aging field. The feeder is designed to communicate with the 

Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd. mounter, which together with the 

aforementioned technologies completes the high-speed, 

high-precision micro-film applicator.

One of the features of the FILM-FEEDER is its ability to 

ensure that the PET backing is removed from the micro-film. 

Because the suction applied by the nozzle used to pick up the 

micro-film cannot successfully remove the backing on its own, 

they equipped the system with a movable peeling edge. This 

peeling edge enables the applicator to peel the backing from 

the work as the nozzle applies suction.

According to the MKIT representative, compared with the 

conventional manual approach, the applicator is advantageous 

in that it reduces labor costs and material waste. Moreover, the 

applicator is able to apply a maximum of one micro-film every 

0.6 seconds at a high application precision of ±0.05 mm. In 

other words, the applicator greatly improves productivity and 

yields. The representative goes on to emphasize that the appli-

cator has already been well-received, and is finding increased 

use at electronics manufacturing plants. Given their success in 

this collaborative business born through the merger of the con-

verting technology held by SunnySealing and the electronic 

component packaging technology held by MKIT, the represen-

tative states that the two companies will continue to combine 

their strengths and deliver solutions that respond to the chal-

lenges faced by their customers.

Both companies will also exhibit at the 2019 Converting 

Technology Exhibition, to be held from January 30th to Febru-

ary 1st, 2019, at Tokyo Big Sight, where they plan to unveil a 

new technology related to this micro-film applicator.
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Calculating Contact Angles at High-precision  
Using 300–600 Reference Points

IGT Testing Systems K. K., Nisshin Meiko Tech Co., Ltd., FEMTOBIOMED Inc.

The SmartDrop drop analyzer developed by FEM-
TOBIOMED Inc. (Korea) utilizes a technology 

unlike that of conventional approaches to measure 
contact angle and surface tension with greater speed 
and precision. Specifically, the analyzer applies a 
uniquely developed approach called Free Surface 
Goniometry (FSG) and Gravity Effect Modulation 
(GEM), a numerical analysis engine that is based on  
Bashforth–Adams equation. In addition to the con-
ventional pendant drop method for measuring liquid 
surface tensions, the SmartDrop analyzer can also 
utilize the sessile drop method, which measures the 
state of the specimen after falling onto the substrate. 
IGT Testing Systems K. K. and Nisshin Meiko Tech 
Co., Ltd. are responsible for promoting the analyzer 
in Japan.

According to the IGT Testing Systems representative, Smart-

Drop is the result of cutting-edge research and development 

in the field of interface mechanics in Korea. Unlike many uni-

versities and research institutes outside of Japan, which have 

already adopted the analyzer, Japan typically uses devices 

that measure contact angles through a different, less accurate 

approach. For this reason, IGT Testing Systems began pro-

moting the analyzer to the converting industry in Japan starting 

in 2017.

The conventional approach to measuring contact angles 

uses a camera to photograph a drop as it falls onto a water 

repellent substrate, for example. Using an image of the drop on 

a PC monitor, an analyst manually sets a total of six measure-

ment reference points near the interface between the substrate 

and the drop, three on the left side and three on the right side. 

The contact angle is derived from these reference points, but 

SmartDrop (standard model: left) and a Drop on a Water Repellent Substrate (right)
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New NSC-5222 Coating Provides Coated Films With a  
Balance of Flexibility, Scratch Resistance, and Hardness

NIPPON FINE CHEMICAL CO., LTD.
www.nipponseika.co.jp/eng

The Japanese chemical manufacturer NIPPON 
FINE CHEMICAL CO., LTD., recently developed 

a new coating as part of their NSC Series (NSC-
5222) to provide the films used in flexible displays 
and foldable mobile devices with a high degree of 
flexibility, scratch resistance, and hardness (5H). 
Moreover, this thermosetting coating can be coated 
(wet coating) onto a wide range of films, including 
polyimide (PI), polyamide (PA), PET, cycloolefin 
(COP), TAC, and polycarbonate (PC). In addition to 
balancing a high hardness with a flexibility that en-
sures the coated film will not crack even after being 
bent 200,000 times, when necessary the new coating 
can also be used to provide functionality, for example 
anti-fouling, anti-fogging, and anti-reflection prop-
erties. We spoke to Toshiya Ueno, Executive Officer 
and NSC Division Head, and Yoshiaki Miyamoto, 
NSC Division Manager, about the properties of the 
new coating and the applications for which it is being 
targeted.

More Than 30 Years of  
Experience With Hard Coatings
Founded in 1918, NIPPON FINE CHEMICAL is turning 100 this 

year. Throughout its history, the company has manufactured 

and sold pharmaceutical intermediates, cosmetics ingredi-

ents, industrial additives, coatings, and other chemicals.

Over the past 30 years, however, NIPPON FINE CHEMI-

CAL has developed a range of film, sheet, and lens coatings 

as part of its NSC Series. The company also now manufac-

turers and sells thermosetting and UV-curable hard coatings 

and functional coatings. The coatings in the NSC Series are 

designed to provide surfaces with functionality, including high 

hardness, anti-fogging, and anti-fouling, and have been used 

on the surface films for televisions, smartphone displays, in-

dustrial goggles, eyeglasses, and helmet visors, for example.

In-house Material Design
The newly developed coating, NSC-5222, has been exten-

sively incorporated with properties required by mobile devic-

es, including resistance to cracking when bent, resistance 

to scratching when rubbed, and high hardness. Moreover, 

development was undertaken with an eye to the upcom-

ing market introduction of flexible displays, and foldable 

handsets in particular.

Foldable devices are typically used with the display folded 

in half, making these devices about the size of a smartphone. 

The display, however, can be unfolded when a larger screen 

is required. As such, these devices are attracting attention for 

their ability to incorporate both the strengths of smartphones 

and tablets. These types of devices also require a circuit board 

performance that can withstand the repeated folding and un-

folding during use.

Mr. Ueno explains that because pen-

cil hardness and a level of flexibility that 

enables bending are believed to be mutu-

ally exclusive, coatings that provide both 

while granting a high degree of scratch 

resistance have rarely made it to the mar-

ket anywhere in the world. That said, the 

sample work they have already provided 

to customers has received high marks.Toshiya Ueno
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Japan Enters Its Longest Period of  
Sustained Economic Growth Since the End of World War II

All Nippon Nonwovens Association

On July 13, the All Nippon Nonwovens Associ-
ation held a commemorative seminar in Osaka, 

Japan, to mark the 20th anniversary of its founding. 
Takanobu Igarashi of Mitsubishi UFJ Research and 
Consulting Co., Ltd. started off the event by ex-
plaining the difference between economic growth in 
Japan and the US and Europe, reviewed the state of 
Japan’s economy today, and provided several hints 
for future growth in Japan. Meanwhile, Yoshihiro 
Mineno of DAIKIN INDUSTRIES, LTD. spoke on his 
company’s global strategy.

Extremely Low Nominal GDP Growth Rate
Mr. Igarashi, Research Director at Mit-

subishi UFJ Research and Consulting, 

spoke on the economic and financial state 

and outlook of Japan’s economy based 

on diffusion indicators. These indicators 

show that Japan has experienced sev-

eral periods of strong economic growth 

in the recent past, including the bubble 

economy starting in December 1986 

and another period starting in February 

2002, and, more importantly, show that Japan is currently in its 

most recent period of growth. In fact, Mr. Igarashi points out 

that changes in the economic coincident index* indicate that 

this period of growth dates as far back as December 2012. In 

other words, Japan’s economy has been growing steadily for 

the past five and a half years, leading Mr. Igarashi to state that 

there is almost no question Japan will record its longest period 

of growth since World War II. This period of growth, however, 

starts from a low point in the economy immediately following 

November 2012, and with an improvement of only 14 points 

over the past five and a half years, the total economic recovery 

is very narrow compared to the economic recovery following 

February 1999, which improved 14 points in only one year and 

ten months. In other words, Japan’s economic recovery is not 

particularly good in terms of how far it has progressed.

Moreover, Mr. Igarashi touched upon the actual average 

GDP growth rate from 2000 to 2016, stating that the prima-

ry reason for the low rate compared with the US and Europe 

lies in the shrinking working-age population. In fact, of these 

three regions, Japan is the only one that has seen a continued 

drop in this population. On the other hand, looking at the actual 

growth rate per working age person, Japan surpasses that of 

the US or Europe.

More importantly, Japan lags far behind the other two re-

gions in terms of its nominal GDP growth rate. Taking auto-

mobile companies as an example, Mr. Igarashi points out that 

although Japan now produces a larger number of vehicles, the 

price per vehicle has come down, preventing growth in gross 

profits. The only way to address this problem, he continues, 

is to sell quality products and services at prices that matches 

their actual value. He closes by saying that although revamping 

approaches to marketing is naturally essential, it is also very 

important to establish a brand.

India Revenues Grow 9.1 Times in Eight Years
As Managing Executive Officer and Director of the Global 

Strategy Division at DAIKIN INDUSTRIES, Mr. Mineno spoke 

www.anna.gr.jp

*Economic coincident index is one of the three diffusion index-

es, and moves in near lock-step with the economy. This index is 

used to determine the state of the economy.

Takanobu 
Igarashi
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on the company’s global strategy with a 

focus on China and India. When Mr. Mi-

neno joined the company some 40 years 

ago, revenues were about ¥150 billion, 

since which time they have continued to 

expand, reaching 2.3 trillion in FY2017. 

The company is currently aiming for rev-

enues of ¥2.9 trillion by 2020. Mr. Mineno 

explains they have achieved this growth 

through establishing their technical po-

tential along with making corporate acquisitions at various 

milestones as a way to complement their expansion strategy.

Their push to globalize only began in 1994, when the com-

pany made a major shift away form domestic air conditioning 

to international air conditioning. In fact, today 78% of revenues 

stem from overseas sales, and of their approximately 70,000 

employees, 85% are from countries other than Japan. As part 

of their expansion into China and Europe, they specialized 

their business in high-end models. Mr. Mineno explains that in 

China alone their revenues have increased to ¥360 billion, but 

this growth has resulted almost entirely from high-end models. 

For example, they have developed multi-system equipment for 

luxury housing in China, where they have grown sales by ap-

pealing directly to home owners. On the other hand, they have 

made almost no inroads into the market for high-volume mod-

els in China, because of the large size of the market. 

Elsewhere in Asia and India, however, they have made 

inroads into the high-volume model market alongside the 

market for high-end models. In fact, this approach has led to 

rapid growth of approximately 9.1 times over eight years in In-

dia, where revenues have skyrocketed from only ¥7 billion in 

FY2009 to ¥64 billion in FY2017. Behind this growth stands 

their establishment of local plants that can more rapidly re-

spond to sales demand and an expanded sales network. 

Alongside their plants they have also built training centers 

where they provide employee training.

One unique feature of the India market is that its large pop-

ulation has a young average age of only 26. The country also 

has a diverse range of climates, where different air condition-

ing systems are in demand in different regions. Moreover, Mr. 

Mineno points out that the air conditioner installation rate is 

only 6%, and because electricity has yet to reach every cor-

ner of the country, there is no question there is still room for 

growth. Going forward, the company plans to deploy its suc-

cessful high-volume model strategy from India horizontally as it 

targets Africa and the Middle East.

Yoshihiro 
Mineno
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Decoration TechnologyDecoration Technology

CRD SOFT ACRYLIC Characteristics and Applications

Representative Director, CRD 
Kei Kaneko

1.  Introduction
CRD is the manufacturer and retailer of CRD SOFT ACRYL-

IC, a series of films and sheets made of a uniquely developed 

impact resistant acrylic resin. With a focus on thin, tough, and 

scratch resistant films and sheets, we have prioritized our mar-

keting of this material to the decoration market.

Developed together with the president of ART&TECH Co., 

Ltd., in 2010 we began marketing a piano black grade (#502) 

with superior chromogenicity and vividness. Although this 

grade was first adopted by a major home appliance manu-

facturer for the speaker grills on large-screen TVs around this 

time, later on we developed #505 (two-ply SA/ABS type) as a 

grade for automotive interior applications. This grade has been 

certified for the interior material standard of Hyundai Motor 

Company of Korea. We also acquired a basic patent in 2017 

(patent No. 6084062).

More recently, the automotive in-

dustry has seen rapid technological 

innovation that has led to a shift away 

from internal combustion engine ve-

hicles towards electric vehicles and 

self-driving systems. As such, the 

industry has also increasingly used 

plastic in place of steel as a way of 

developing lighter weight vehicles. 

Meanwhile, environmental challeng-

es have led to the greater use of or-

ganic solvent-free decorative films in 

place of standard painting. Similarly, 

these issues have also led to the use 

of metallic deposition films in place 

of plating, for which waste fluids are a problem. These trends 

have picked up speed on the Chinese market, in particular, 

where the volume of these decorative materials being used is 

growing.

Going forward, we anticipate rapid expansion in the mar-

ket for the acrylic decorative films developed and marketed by 

CRD. In this field, the major suppliers today are 3M (US), KURZ 

(Germany), and Dai Nippon Printing (Japan).

2.  CRD Decorative Materials
2.1 Piano Black Series Expansion
We have developed and are marketing an optically transparent 

piano black film (#503, Photos 1 and 2). We developed this 

new optically transparent grade in cooperation with Shinko 

Photo 2 Piano Black  
Center Console Prototype Part

Photo 1 Examples of Parts  
Molded From Transparent Piano Black

kaneko@crd-online.biz
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Ultra-thin Automobile Electric Film Heaters  
Targeted at Reducing EV Weights and Battery Loads

Heatlab
heatlab.jp

Given environmental concerns, there has been a 
progressive shift from gasoline and diesel ve-

hicles to hybrid vehicles (HV) and electric vehicles 
(EV). Unlike gasoline and diesel vehicles, which 
are equipped with internal combustion engines, EV 
utilize electric drive systems. As such, the heating 
systems used in EV must draw electricity from their 
batteries for power (except in the case of some large 
vehicles), whereas gasoline and diesel vehicles can 
effectively utilize waste heat directly from their en-
gines. In other words, unless EV are equipped with 
power-saving heating systems, the load placed on 
the battery by the heating system will decrease the 
travel distance of the vehicle. In light of the chal-
lenges presented by EV heating systems, Heatlab 
displayed their aluminum foil heater and a new trans-
parent film heater at the Automotive Engineering Ex-
position 2018 Yokohama, held this past May at the 
PACIFICO Yokohama Exhibition Hall. In particular, 
Heatlab exhibited the potential that integrating these 
energy-saving films into EV offers in reducing the use 
of energy-intensive heating systems and reducing 
battery loads. The company is also involved with pro-
totype development and production.

Aluminum Foil Film Heater
Heatlab’s thin, flexible, and lightweight aluminum foil film heat-

ers are designed to heat up rapidly after turning on the power, 

providing a sense of warmth in only two to three seconds. In 

fact, they reach their maximum temperature in approximately 

30 seconds. These film heaters have a structure that consists 

of a PET substrate, conductive circuit, and coverlay, which (ex-

cluding the terminal) has a total thickness of 0.1–0.5 mm. This 

structure is made by first printing the circuit pattern mask onto 

an Al/PET composite film, which is then etched (wet etching) to 

pattern the conductive circuit. The etched circuit is then lami-

nated with a PET film having an adhesive layer as the coverlay.

According to the representative, these film heaters can be 

easily integrated onto curved surfaces or into narrow gaps as 

a way of light-weighting and reducing the energy consump-

tion of EV. The film heaters can also be designed with different 

geometries, materials, and metal foils, while the circuit can be 

Sample of a Drink Holder Integrated With a Film Heater
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Replacing Metal With CNF Composites  
in the External Panels of the TOYOTA 86

Nano Cellulose Vehicle Project FY2017 Results

Many readers may readily recall the term cel-
lulose nanofiber (CNF) when they hear of a 

composite that offers five times the strength of steel 
at one-fifth the weight. Unlike glass fiber and carbon 
fiber reinforced plastics, which have already reached 
the market, there is a tendency to think that CNF 
plastic composites are still a long way from com-
mercialization. Despite this perception, a national 
level project established in Japan to demonstrate 
the viability of CNF plastic composites is already well 
underway towards commercialization. Called NCV 
(Nano Cellulose Vehicle), this project was commis-
sioned by the Ministry of the Environment of Japan 
in FY2016. With a completion data of FY2019, one 
of the projects aims is to reduce emissions of CO2, 

a greenhouse gas responsible for global warming. 
Specifically, the project was set up to evaluate and 
demonstrate the overall performance of CNF com-
posites and the final products made thereof by 
producing parts from CNF plastic composites and 
equipping these on actual vehicles. On June 6, 2018, 
the project unveiled some of its results from FY2017 
to the media along with a demonstration model of 
a Toyota Motor’s TOYOTA 86 sports car in which 
the engine hood and trunk lid were made of CNF 
and CNF composites. The presentation also hinted 
at the potential demand for CNF in terms of resins, 
adhesives, colorants, decoration, drying, composite 
molding, foam molding, and modeling in the future.

22 Participating Institutions
Established on October 29, 2016, the consortium initially consisted of 20 participating institutions, but now includes 

22 with the addition of Ube Industries and Toyota Motor East Japan in 2018. Other members include Kyoto University, 

Japan Environmental Management Association for Industry, Kyoto Municipal Institute of Industrial Technology and Cul-

ture, Kanazawa Institute of Technology, Nagoya Institute of Technology, Akita Prefectural University, Showa Marutsut-

su/Showa Products, Risho Kogyo, INOAC, Kyoraku, Sanwa Kako, DaikyoNishikawa, Maxell, Denso, Toyota Boshoku, 

Toyota Customizing & Development, Aisin Seiki (since FY2017), The University of Tokyo, and the National Institute of 

Advanced Industrial Science and Technology. 
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Keeping an Eye on Reality in an Age Where the Boundary 
Between the Real and the Imaginary Has Blurred

BASF Automotive Color Trends 2018–2019

The integration of displays and computers; the 
replacement of metals and glass with plastics, 

fiber reinforced materials, and bio-plastics; and de-
velopments in automated driving are just a few of 
the more exciting advancements in the automotive 
industry today. But color, one of the most important 
factors in making the decision to purchase a ve-
hicle, is also seeing some unique trends. Likewise, 
the BASF Coatings Division recently announced 
its outlook for global color trends that will have an 
impact on the available colors for automobiles and 
two-wheeled vehicles over the next three to five 
years. The forecast states that one of the primary 
concepts under which colors will become available is 
“Keep it Real,” which reflects the blending of digital 
technology in a seamless manner with every day life 
and the fusion of the virtual and the real.

Keep it Real
According to Chiharu Matsuhara, Chief Color Designer at the 

BASF Asia Pacific Color Design Center, Keep it Real means 

to be oneself, and to maintain 

sight of what is real in a world 

were technology has blurred the 

boundary between the real and 

the imaginary. “As innovation in 

AI, self-driving, and industrial ro-

bots takes root, the world has 

come to place importance on re-

turning to more human elements, 

like human needs and emotion. 

Over the past few years, global trends have converged, and 

any gaps have disappeared despite regional differences,” says 

Ms. Matsuhara. Under this concept, designers from BASF’s 

Coatings businesses around the world have expressed these 

recent trends in 65 automotive colors, where the key colors 

in all global regions will be gray and blue. “Although both are 

unchanging, traditional families of automotive colors, these 

two colors have been innovated, where gray hints at free, pro-

gressive urbanity and blue represents the image of life in the 

near-future. Moreover, both create a modern, stylish look with 

different textures. The expected rise of new-energy vehicles in 

the future also demands colors with a smart, progressive feel.”

Three Trend Concepts
The three trend concepts stated in the forecast are PUBLIC, 

INNER LANDSCAPE, and SCIENCE LAB.

PUBLIC is a concept that describes a created place. Digital 

tools have spread virtual communication, whereby the bound-

ary between the digital and real worlds, and the boundary be-

tween social and personal communication, is blurring. These 

trends will continue to advance and begin to affect public 

spaces, like cities, train stations, and hotels. They will expand 

to affect the appearance of different types of locations that 

energize regions, as well as offices that enable a diverse range 

of working styles.

Locations that spontaneously emerge from the virtu-

al world will transform into real places that encourage direct 

communication between people and spontaneous action, 

while private and public spaces will overlap and give rise to 

new orders and rules.

The PUBLIC family of colors, colors which create energetic 
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Reducing Environmental Impact by  
Utilizing Cedar Wood to Make Automotive Parts

TOYOTA AUTO BODY CO., LTD.
www.toyota-body.co.jp

Despite being slightly heavier, the materials used 
to make automotive parts have tended to prior-

itize strength in order to ensure safety. As technology 
has advanced, however, interest has become focused 
on plastic alternatives that are lighter and more re-
liable in terms of strength. Meanwhile, more effort is 
being made today into expanding the use of natural 
materials. In this light, TOYOTA AUTO BODY, a part 
of the Toyota Group involved in producing mini-van, 
commercial vehicle, and SUV bodies, designed their 
display at the Automotive Engineering Exposition 
2018, held this past May in Yokohama, Japan, to 
feature several new items under the theme of using 
trees to make lighter automotive parts. Specifically, 
they exhibited several applications for TABWD, an in-
jection molding composite made of cedar fibers and 
PP, sound absorbing materials made of molded pulp, 
and composite materials composed of cellulose 
nanofiber (CNF) and PP. Despite the initial focus on 
the automotive industry, the company hopes to go 

beyond applications in this  field and offer these new 
materials to a wide range of industries.

Expanding Application  
of TABWD to Decoration
Since 2012, TOYOTA AUTO BODY has made automotive parts 

from TABWD, an injection molding composite consisting of a 

PP matrix and microscopic cedar reinforcing fibers generat-

ed by mechanically pulverizing cedar thinnings. TABWD was 

developed as a replacement for composites made of plastic 

and glass fiber, and has already been used to make the fog 

light brackets in Toyota’s Land Cruiser and ESTIMA hybrid ve-

hicles. Meanwhile, flame retardant grades can be applied to 

make wire harness protectors for use near the engine where 

higher temperatures are an issue. In fact, TABWD is steadily 

finding greater use in a wide range of hybrid vehicles, includ-

ing the ALPHARD and VELLFIRE. According to the TOYOTA 

AUTO BODY representative, TABWD parts are an effective use 

of untapped resources. Although TABWD necessarily helps 

reduce environmental impact, wood fibers also enable greater 

TABWD Fog Light Bracket (left) and Wire Harness Protector (right).  
The Black Areas Are Made of TABWD
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light of this competition, the representative explains TOYOTA 

AUTO BODY’s unique advantages as a vehicle manufacturer, 

saying that they have a rich understanding of what is required 

of materials for automotive parts and of how these materials 

can be used. In other words, as a vehicle manufacturer, they 

are able to undertake application development with a specific 

goal in mind.

For the time being, the representative explains that TABWD 

and CNF/PP composites will primarily be positioned as a re-

placement for glass fiber composites. Even so, the market’s 

greatest demand is for metal alternatives, and although meet-

ing this demand may be a long way off, replacing metal is the 

ultimate target for which they are aiming. Moreover, they do 

not intend to limit the results of their developmental work to the 

automotive field, but hope to deliver these new materials to a 

broad range of industries.

Testing Item Testing Method Unit Testing Conditions Development Material

Physical 

Properties

Density ISO 1183 g/cm3 23°C 1

Melt Flow Rate ISO 1133 g/10min 230°C, 21.18N 3

Fluidity (L/T)  

L: maximum filling length, 

T: thickness

Proprietary 

Standard
-

200°C, Die-mold 40°C 

T = 2 mm for  

spiral flow length L

345

Mechanical 

Properties

Tensile Strength ISO 527 MPa 50mm/min 47

Tensile Breaking Strain ISO 527 % 50mm/min 3

Bending Strength ISO 178 MPa 2mm/min 71

Bending Modulus ISO 178 MPa 2mm/min 3900

Charpy Impact Strength ISO 179 kJ/m2
23°C 1.3

-30°C 1.1

Thermal 

Properties

Heat Deflection 

Temperature
ISO 75 °C

0.45MPa 133

1.82MPa 81

Standard Properties of CNF/PP Composites

TOF-4RType TOF-6RTOF-5R

Measurement range

Measurement pitch

Measuring force
Accuracy(at 20℃)
Resolution

0.02-0.2 mm

1 mm

0.3±0.01 N
±(0.8+0.1) µm

0.1 µm

5-100 µm

0.1 mm

0.19 N (0.12N)
±0.2 µm
0.01 µm

0.03-3 mm

1 mm

0.6±0.1 N
2+2 µm

0.5 µm

0.8 N or less

1.0 µm

10-10,000 mm
AC 100-240V ± 10% 50/60 Hz
10-40 ℃ / 35-80 % (no condensation)

Measurement length
Power supply
Temperature/Humidity

Measuring force

0.6±0.1 N
0.8 N or less
0.3±0.01N

0.19 N (0.12N)

TOF-4RTOF-4R TOF-5RTOF-5R TOF-6RTOF-6R

* Export permission is necessary. (Japanese Govt.)

Contact Type Desk-top Film-Sheet Thickness Measuring System

Specifications Measurement Screen

Precise Thickness Measurement and Control
YAMABUN Electronics Co., Ltd.
2-13, Shinjonishi, Higashi-osaka, Osaka 578-0964, Japan
TEL. +81-6-6745-3048  FAX. +81-6-6745-8482
https://www.yamabun-ele.co.jp  E-mail: yamabun@mxa.mesh.ne.jp

Exhibit
9th Film Tech JAPAN
Date: December 5-7, 2018   Venue: Makuhari Messe
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ESG Investments Give Birth to a  
Label-free Plastic Bottle for Natural Mineral Water

ASAHI SOFT DRINKS CO., LTD.
www.asahiinryo.co.jp

Although thinning, light-weighting, miniatur-
ization, and other measures have been taken to 

reduce the waste generated from food packaging, 
very few of the measures taken thus far can truly 
be considered fundamental. In this light, ASAHI 
SOFT DRINKS CO., LTD. set out to develop a plastic 
bottle for natural mineral water that does not use 
a label as a fundamental approach to reducing 
packaging waste. Released this past May as part 
of the company’s ESG (Environment, Social, Gover-
nance) activities, the response from consumers as 
stakeholders affected by the company’s ESG activ-
ities has been positive. We spoke to ASAHI SOFT 
DRINKS about the details and background behind 
the development of this completely new approach 
to reducing packaging waste.

Creating Value Beyond Price
According to Yuichiro Kono of the ASAHI SOFT DRINKS 

Marketing Division, the new label-free plastic bottle was born 

from an approach that aimed 

to create value for their min-

eral water products that does 

not rely on the price. Devel-

oped as part of the compa-

ny’s ESG activities, the sim-

ple fact that the bottle lacks a 

label provides it with unprec-

edented social value in that 

consumers are freed from 

the hassle of having to peel 

the label from the plastic bottle after use. Moreover, the lack 

of a label also helps reduce CO2 emissions and other burdens 

in terms of environmental value.

The natural mineral water brand for which the label-free 

bottle is now being used was originally released by HOUSE 

FOODS CORPORATION in 1983, but was taken over by ASA-

HI SOFT DRINKS in 2010. In 2012, the company re-released 

Label-free Plastic Mineral Water Bottles

Yuichiro Kono
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Japanese Paper Maker Initiates Up-cycle  
Paper Recycling Project to Grant New Value to Recycled Copy Paper

Sanyo Paper Co., Ltd.
www.sanyo-paper.co.jp

This past May, Sanyo Paper Co., Ltd. kicked-off a 
project called PAPER HELP PROJECT (PELP!) as 

a way of providing the value of sustainability to re-
cycled paper through up-cycling. The project works 
with member companies to collect used copy paper 
from offices, which Sanyo Paper then regenerates 
into business cards, envelopes, note books, and 
other office products made entirely of recycled paper. 
Moreover, this project is being deployed alongside 
the first track-and-trace system for recycled paper in 
the paper making industry. During the 27th New En-
vironmental Exposition, held from May 22–25, 2018, 
at Tokyo Big Sight, Sanyo Paper unveiled PELP! for 
the first time.

50% Usage Rate of Copy Paper
Founded in 1928, Sanyo Paper’s main paper making business 

is the production of the brownish crepe paper used as a mate-

rial for manufacturing cardboard, kraft paper, packing material 

for electrical wires, and fast food take-out bags. Branching out 

from this business field, Sanyo Paper initiated PELP! with the 

goal of utilizing the copy paper discarded from offices.

According to the Japan Paper Association, the recovery 

rate and reuse rate of used paper and paperboard in Japan 

during 2017 was 80.9% and 64.1%, respectively, giving Japan 

one of the highest usage and recovery rates of used paper in 

the world. Looking more closely, however, the amount of used 

copy paper discarded by offices remains at a low 50%. In this 

light, Sanyo Paper set out to launch a membership business 

based on the low-volume recycling business for used copy pa-

per the company initiated in 2013.

The target of this new busi-

ness is not simply recycling, but 

up-cycling, which provides recy-

cled products with a value that 

exceeds that of the original ma-

terial. Akihiro Nishizawa of EIGHT 

BRANDING DESIGN, a company 

that provides corporate branding 

and product development ser-

vices, designed the concept, tar-

get, and other details.

Specifically, companies that 

are registered with PELP! pur-

chase a set of five PELP! BAGs 

for collecting used copy paper PELP! BAG for Collecting Copy PaperPELP! Mark
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The world around us is full of industrial products made of relatively thin 

materials, including paper, textiles, plastic films, thin-film glass, nonwoven 

fabric, and metal foils. Although this variety shows that these materials 

are essential to our daily lives, they are also critical in furthering the 

development of high-tech industries that will eventually form the core of 

the global economy. Some examples from the IT, energy, and medical 

fields include optical films for flat panel displays, solid polymer 

membranes used in fuel cells, and artificial biological membranes for 

medical applications. During the manufacturing process, however, we call 

these materials webs.

     Web manufacturing technology relies on the converting technologies 

of coating, laminating, and printing, as well as on web handling 

technology (here we include unwinding, slitting, cutting, drying, and 

rewinding, etc.). Among these, coating and printing have established 

themselves as cutting-edge technologies, for which academics have 

shown great interest. In contrast, web handling technology has 

conventionally been refined through production plant experience; 

although the technology itself has reached a fairly advanced level, its 

academic understanding is poor.

     At the strong behest of the industry, the author has spent the past 20 

years working to theoretically understand the physical phenomena related 

to web handling, and predicting and preventing the problems that occur 

during manufacturing. Our research has been studied widely in Japan by 

industries that utilize web handling technology, and has been praised for 

the help that it has provided in eliminating defects and developing new 

products.

     On the other hand, we have also received strong interest from around 

the world in publishing our results in English given the desire to understand 

the strength of Japan's web handling technology. Given that the theoretical 

research into web handling began outside of Japan, we are elated to be 

able to publish an English version of our work as it will allow us to repay 

our debt to those who came before. At the same time, nothing would make 

us happier than to see this work contribute to the opening of new horizons 

for readers around the world involved in web handling technology.

Theory and Application 
of Web Handling
Publication:   January 2015
Format:   B5 size 377pages (contents)
Price:   US$150 + (shipping costs extra)
Author:   Hiromu Hashimoto, Dr. Eng.
Publishing office:  Converting Technical Institute
Order At:  www.ctiweb.co.jp/eng/publications.html
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1.1 Introduction
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High Dielectric Constant PSA Made Using 
Barium Titanate

Materials Design Laboratory, New Materials Research Department, Research Center
LINTEC Corporation

Syo Ohtaka

PSA and Cutting-edge PSA Applications

Session 11

1. Introduction
Recently, development has advanced into composite materials 

whereby fillers are used to provide plastics with functionality. In 

particular, the electronic component, structural material, and 

other such fields have seen the use of composite materials 

containing fillers that provide electrical conductivity, thermal 

conductivity, and other such functions that are difficult to re-

alize with plastics alone. Many of these fillers, however, have a 

high elasticity, which risks sacrificing the inherent tackiness of 

soft PSAs when added at a high ratio. As such, we have inves-

tigated applying dispersion control technologies to more easily 

enable such functionality even at low filler weights.1-4

Meanwhile, the greater sophistication and diversification of 

information and communications technologies has led mobile 

phones, wireless identification tags, and other wireless com-

munications devices to become more entrenched in society. 

Among these, miniature wireless applied devices, such as IC 

tags and RFID tags, are often used in various locations, so 

should be light, thin, and small. In terms of the design for these 

miniature wireless applied devices, the length of the antenna 

is particularly important. Specifically, the length of the antenna 

is designed to suit the target frequency, but to ensure efficient 

transmission and reception of the electromagnetic waves, the 

Figure 1 Planar Antenna Structure5

antenna is designed for one-half the target wavelength so that 

the antenna and electromagnetic waves will resonate.5 For 

example, the 920 MHz (UHF band) frequency range used for 

RFID,6 theoretically, requires an antenna length of 16.6 cm. 

Therefore various structural considerations have been made to 

ensure that the antenna length does not obstruct miniaturiza-

tion. Currently, one of the most effective methods, as shown 

in Figure 1a, is to use a structure that links the patch and the 

ground with a shorting pin. Although this approach shortens 

the length of the current path to a quarter of the wavelength, 

another proposal for further miniaturizing the antenna, as 

shown in Figure 1b, uses a structural design in which a dielec-

tric is sandwiched between the patch and the ground.5 This 

structure relies on a method that utilizes the shortened electro-

magnetic wavelength in the dielectric, which together with the 

shortening pin mentioned above further reduces the length of 

the current path below one quarter of the wavelength.5 This di-

electric is supported by affixing it to the patch and the ground, 

so must also function to increase the resistance to external 

stress, for example.

Given this background and based on the filler dispersion 

(a) (b)Patch Patch

Feed 
Point

Feed Point
Dielectric

Shortening 
Pin

Shortening Pin
Ground Ground

Dispersion 
Treatment

Add Adhesive 
Resin and Agitate

Coating
Drying Oven

Dispersion PSA Release Film Release FilmProduct

Lamination

BaTiO3

Figure 2 Production Process 
for High Dielectric Constant PSAs
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PrintingPrinting

Yasushi Sano

Session 7
Ink Printing Performance Is Evaluated by Subdividing Into Four Aspects
Dispersibility, Drying, Wettability, and Viscoelasticity (Ink Hardness and Softness)

The Potential of Screen Printing

President, SP-Solutions Co., Ltd.
sano@sp-solutions.com

18. The Difference in Viscosity 
Between Screen Printing and 
Other Printing Inks

As shown in Figure 66, the viscosities of the different print-

ing inks generally fall within a fixed range of printability. For 

example, flexo and gravure printing inks have an extremely 

low viscosity of around 1 Pa∙s, whereas offset printing inks 

have an extremely high viscosity of around 100 Pa∙s. Here, 

100 Pa∙s is equal to 1,000 dPa∙s, 1,000 poise, and 100,000 

centipoise. Inkjet printing ink viscosities are usually less than 

0.1 Pa∙s, meaning this type of ink has the lowest viscosity. The 

values for viscosity differ depending on the viscometer and the 

measurement conditions, however. In this session, the values 

About the Author
After working for the mask maker Tokyo Process Service 

Co., Ltd. from 1990 and the printing machine manufac-

turer Mirco-tec Co., Ltd. from 1994, Mr. Sano established 

SP-Solutions Co., Ltd. in October 2000 as a screen print-

ing technology consulting company. Over the following 

17 years, he has provided 20 companies with technolog-

ical support for high-quality screen printing in the fields 

of plasma display panels, ceramic components, printed 

circuit boards, flexible devices, graphics, and decorative 

printing. Today, based on his “Paste Process Theory,” Mr. 

Sano is collaborating with mesh producers and printing 

equipment manufacturers to promote the standardization 

and improve the image and position of screen printing.

for viscosity are indicated as those provided by a major ink 

producer using the standard E-type viscometer at 5 rpm.

Screen printing inks fall within vastly different viscosity 

ranges depending on the field of application in which they are 

used, meaning there is an extremely broad range of viscosities. 

For example, the decorative printing inks used in the graphics 

field have a viscosity that ranges from a few Pa∙s to 30 Pa∙s 

before solvents are added, but have a much lower viscosity 

after dilution.

In the electronics filed, the extremely thin films printed to 

make multilayer ceramic capacitors (MLCC) are printed with 

inks of a few Pa∙s, whereas solar cell finger electrodes are 

printed with inks of 70 Pa∙s. Meanwhile, high-definition touch 

screen electrodes are printed with relatively high viscosity sil-

ver paste of 70–150 Pa∙s.

The reason that screen printing can utilize such an ex-

tremely broad range of viscosities is because of its ability to 

control ink fluidity by combining the squeegee action and 

screen meshes with different wire diameters and open area 

1 - 9 Pa·s

Decorative 
Printing Solar Cells

(E-type Viscometer at 5 rpm)

100 Pa·s = 1,000 poise 
　　　　= 100,000 cps

Printed Circuit 
Boards

Ceramic Components, Printed Circuits

Touch Screens

Offset Printing
(50 - 100 Pa·s)

MLCC

Inkjet 
Printing

Flexo Printing
Gravure Printing

Textile 
Printing

10 - 99 Pa·s 100 Pa·s 200 Pa·s

Figure 66 Viscosity Range of Different Printing Inks and 
Screen Printing Inks
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6. Contribution of the PSA Bulk
As a type of adhesive, PSAs must be able to form a bond at the 

interface with the adherend. For this reason, we know that sur-

face chemistry, which is essential for research into adhesives 

and is always covered in books related to adhesion, is also im-

portant for research and development of PSAs. As discussed 

thus far, however, the governing factors of the peel force after 

a bond has been formed at the interface are the mechanical 

properties of the PSA bulk. In particular, the high PSA bulk 

elasticity, which can reach 2,000% of elongation, disperses 

and consumes stress as deformation energy, thereby greatly 

contributing to the peel force. In this way, the deformation of 

the PSA is also a governing factor in the peel force of PSA 

tapes. In the following sections of this part, we will explain the 

peel force mechanism as it results from PSA deformation us-

ing data on the peel force and tack, for example, as well as 

by using the stringing behavior of PSAs that occurs during 

PSA tape peeling. In other words, we will consider adhesion 

strength from the perspective of the PSA bulk, and attempt to 

clarify why PSAs provide practical properties that match those 

of adhesives without hardening.

6.1 Polar Groups
Aubrey et al.20 investigated the influence that polar groups have 

on the PSA bulk and the adhesion interface. Specifically, they 

used the PSA tape structure shown in Figure 13 to determine 

the pulling rate scale of adhesion.

Their research used two types of PSA polymers, the first 

of which was poly (n-butyl acrylate) (PBA), a soft poly acrylate 

without any polar groups, and the second was carboxy-PBA, a 

poly acrylate with a polar group made by copolymerizing n-bu-

Pressure Sensitive Adhesive Tape  
Science and Industry

Guest Professor 
University of Hyogo

Yoshiaki Urahama

PSA Tape Adhesion Mechanism 
(3) Contributing Factors to the Adhesion Property

Session 3

tyl acrylate with acrylic acid at 10%. Using these two types of 

polymers, they made four types of PSA tapes. Type (a) con-

sists entirely of PBA for the bulk, and is soft without any polar 

groups in the PSA bulk or on the surface. Type (b) is made by 

coating the surface of Type (a) with a thin layer of carboxy-PBA 

so that only the surface has polar groups and the PSA bulk 

remains soft. Type (c) consists entirely of carboxy-PBA for the 

bulk, which is coated in a thin layer of PBA on the surface so 

that the PSA surface has no polar groups and the bulk is hard. 

Type (d) consists entirely of carboxy-PBA for the bulk and the 

PSA surface contains polar groups, so both are hard. Figure 

13 also shows the measurement results.

The difference ΔPr(i) between the adhesion strength of (a) 

and (b) in the figure is dependent on the polar groups intro-

duced to the PSA surface. Moreover, the difference ΔPr(b) be-

tween the adhesion strength of (a) and (c) is caused by the 
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Figure 13 Influence of Polar Groups
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Professor Akira Kawai
Nagaoka University of Technology

Closing Session Questions and Answers Regarding 
Problems With Coating

1. Wetting Problems
Q1: What steps and procedures should be taken 
when the coating fluid does not wet the substrate 
properly?
A1: First, closely observe the areas of the substrate that do 

not wet, either visually or using a microscope. Next, verify the 

factors that are inhibiting wetting, such as pinning (see the next 

question). Finally, manage the contaminated state of the sub-

strate surface and adjust the surface tension of the coating 

fluid.

Q2: What is the factor that is most likely to cause 
wetting problems?
A2: The greatest factor in wetting problems is pinning. When 

there are bumps, contaminants, cracks, stains, or some other 

non-continuous structure on the substrate surface, these will 

capture (pin) the coating fluid. Pinning will prevent the surface 

energy thermal equilibrium state from acting, which means that 

pinning becomes the governing factor for all wetting phenom-

ena. We must therefore first eliminate all factors that can cause 

pinning.

Q3: What can be done when defects (pinholes) 
occur where the coating fluid does not wet the 
substrate?
A3: The first step is to remove any contaminants or cracks 

that are causing the pinholes. Because pinholes also occur in 

areas that require stepped geometries, we must fundamen-

tally improve the wetting property. In this case, one effective 

approach is to ensure that the coating enters a surface state, 

such as total wetting.

Q4: Are additives effective for improving the wet-
ting property?
A4: The surface tension of the coating fluid can be significantly 

decreased by adding trace amounts of alcohol-type surfac-

tants, for example. In other words, surfactants will improve the 

wetting property on the substrate.

Q5: Should we clean dirt from surfaces when 
conducting wetting property tests on glass sub-
strates for example?
A5: If the water droplet contact angle is less than 10°, standard 

glass surfaces will enable a good wetting property. However, 

storing glass under atmospheric conditions will increase the 

water contact angle to 60° on the glass surface, meaning the 

wetting property will be poor. In general, hydrocarbon organic 

contamination will form on glass surfaces, so we must thor-

oughly cleanse the surface of these types of contaminants us-

ing a cleansing fluid or oxygen plasma.

Q6: Coating fluids contain tiny bubbles. How can 
these be removed?
A6: Although one method of rapidly removing bubbles is to 

place the fluid in a decompression chamber, in this case we 

must ensure that decompression does not promote solvent 

vaporization. Using a filter to remove tiny bubbles is also ef-

fective.

Q7: Foam becomes mixed into the coating fluid on 
the substrate. Is there a method to remove this 
kind of foam?
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